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Good morning, Jakarta! Here are a few breakfast options in the city.  
 
I have a confession to make: I’m a morning person. There, I said it! (Cue gasps, 
followed by whispers, “I did not know those people even exist.”) The reason why I 
like getting up early, however, might makes more sense – breakfast.  
 
My appreciation for breakfast first began when I moved to New York City. I began 
my freshman year of college wanting to save money and eat at the dining hall on 
weekends (warning: this never works, especially in the Big Apple). But when a friend 
suggested that we try Sarabeth’s, a place that is regularly mentioned by the likes of 
Blair Waldorf, the sassy and stylish protagonist of the show Gossip Girl, I could not 
resist. Long story short: its tasty salmon eggs benny, warm pumpkin muffins and 
fresh-squeezed OJ became the beginning of my brunch adventures in the city.  
 
But here I am, writing from Jakarta! Being away from the brunch capital of America, 
however, has not deterred my love for the first meal of the day. Rather, after being 
away from home, I have grown to appreciate Indonesian breakfasts as much as 
American brunches. Here are a few options based upon my findings in the past few 
months:  
 
My personal favorite is to have bakmi ayam for breakfast. Bakmi, which literally 
translates to ‘meat noodles’ in Hokkien, is a wheat-based noodle that was brought by 
Chinese immigrants. Bakmi toppings generally include boiled chicken breast and 
green leafy vegetables, aside with a bowl of broth. Customers can also have a side of 
pangsit (wontons), bakso (meatballs) or babat (tripe) in their broths. Bakmi is a 
humble breakfast in comparison to a fancy Sarabeth’s brunch, but does not make it 
any lesser of a meal. There is quite nothing like the feeling of slurping some oily 
noodles and downing it in chicken broth right afterwards. A popular bakmi vendor in 
Jakarta would be Bakmi Orpa, which is located in Jl. Malaka 2 no 25 in Bandengan, 
Northern Jakarta. The texture of the bakmi is softer and less oily than other noodles I 
have tasted around the city. It’s truly the makings of a great bakmi breakfast, 
especially when topped with the tender chicken breast and fresh leafy greens. Bakmi 
Orpa also offers tasty minced pork topping, if your heart so pleases. If you have some 
space left after, Bakmi Orpa also sells bola ubi (yam balls). The sweet taste of the 
yam is an excellent way to end the meal.  
 
Other noodle options you could also consider include bihun goreng, fried thin rice 
vermicelli noodles or kwetiauw goreng, fried thick rice vermicelli noodles, which are 
usually available in various wet markets in the morning. 
 
On the topic of wet markets, it’s definitely worth it to venture a trip to one in the 
morning, considering all the options available. Nasi kuning and nasi uduk, for 
instance, are both great choices. Nasi kuning, literally translating to yellow rice, is a 
rice dish cooked with turmeric and coconut milk, served with cooked vegetables, 
shredded omelette, fried chicken and sambal (chili sauce). Nasi uduk, on the other 
hand, is rice cooked simply with coconut milk, and served with similar condiments. 



For those who are not used to eating rice in the morning, eating this will perhaps seem 
rather strange. Nevertheless, it is an essential Indonesian experience you must have, 
one that will prove to just as delicious and fulfilling as a big American brunch. Plus, 
the spicy sambal will give you an extra kick in the morning to wake you up.  
 
Wet markets also offer a variety of jajanan pasar (market treats) to choose from. A 
few of my favorites include kue cubit (a bite-sized treat topped with melted chocolate 
sprinkles that is so small, you have to cubit (pinch) it), bolu kukus (a steamed vanilla 
and chocolate bun) and kue ape (a thin pancake with a pandan-flavored thicker part in 
the middle, thus the treat’s second name kue tete, literally translating to breast cake). 
But these three are only a few of the many jajanan pasar available, since there are 
usually an array of treats in all different shapes, colors and flavors sold. If you were 
looking for a lighter breakfast, a few of these sweets would be a great choice to buy 
and bring home.  
 
Another savory option to consider would be soto kudus, a warm, brown soup filled 
with pieces of chicken and vegetables, usually served with rice. Soto kudus is a good 
choice for those who are craving for some comfort food in the morning. A well-
known soto kudus vendor would be Soto Kudus in Blok M, although there are many 
branches around the city. The chicken broth is rich in flavor, but not overwhelmingly 
so. Soto kudus is also served alongside traditional Javanese dishes, such as perkedel 
(meatball fritters), sate telur puyuh (quail eggs satay), and of course tempe and tahu 
bacem (tofu and tempeh).  
 
If you were looking for a breakfast option that is not so traditional, kuah pi-oh, which 
literally translates to freshwater turtle soup, would be worth a try. While this soup is 
not necessarily a typical Indonesian breakfast, the vendor at Jalan Pancoran, next to 
Gloria, in Glodok, Jakarta’s Chinatown, is the best in the city and perfect for early 
risers, as the soup is usually sold out before 8 a.m., daily. I personally prefer the pi-oh 
tauco, freshwater turtle soup with red sauce made of fermented soybeans. The soup is 
tasty and the turtle meat is tender, often chewy like jelly.   
 
With so many great options, it’s no wonder the late American nutrionist Adelle Davis 
recommended that we eat like a king at breakfast (According to Davis, you can still 
eat like a prince for lunch, but only the portions of a pauper for dinner).  Eating 
breakfast not only prepares you for a long day ahead, but also gives you a delicious 
reason to get out of bed. Maybe after a while, just for the sake of finding breakfast in 
the city, you too, will slowly become a morning person, like me –  
 
 
 
 
 


